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« Au commencement était le Verbe »

A one-day international conference on the morphology, syntax, and semantics of the French verb, 
was  held  at  the  Maison  française  d’Oxford on  Saturday,  28  November  1998.  Over  forty 
participants heard ten papers given by specialists  from the  UK,  France, Denmark, Canada, and 
Australia, and joined in a lively discussion of the issues raised, not only after each paper, but also 
over lunch and at the conference dinner that evening. 

The conference was organised by John Charles Smith and was sponsored by St. Catherine’s 
College, Oxford, the Society for French Studies, and the Association for French Language Studies. 
Special thanks are due to Monsieur Jean-Claude Vatin, Directeur of the Maison française, for his 
enthusiasm and generous practical assistance. 

The papers given were as follows:
Hubert Seguin (University of Ottawa)

« La conjugaison française: pour une description nouvelle »
Michael Allan Jones (University of Essex)

“Inflectional ambiguities: a feature-checking approach”
Martin Maiden (University of Oxford)

“The selfish morpheme: the history of the perfect root in French (and Occitan)”
Maj-Britt Mosegaard Hansen (University of Copenhagen)

“The syntactic and semiotic status of direct quotes”
Lene Schøsler (University of Copenhagen)

« Le statut de la forme zéro du complément d’objet direct en français moderne »
Marie-Eve Ritz (University of Western Australia)

“The semantics of the passé composé in contemporary French: towards a unified representation”
Raphael Salkie (University of Brighton)

“Does French have a relative past tense?”
Dulcie Engel (University of Wales, Swansea)

“Absolutely perfect: what is the status of the futur antérieur ?”
John Charles Smith (University of Oxford)

“The modality conspiracy”
Marina Yaguello (universite Denis-Diderot Paris VII)

« Une particule énonciative émergente en français: genre »

John Charles Smith
johncharles.smith@st-catherines.oxford.ac.uk
St. Catherine’s College
Oxford OX1 3UJ 
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« Discours masculins, discours féminins », Saturday 6 February 
1999

This one-day workshop held at UWE under the aegis of the Association of French Language Studies, 
and the Centre for European Studies  UWE, made an attempt to draw together researchers in the 
emergent field of Language and Gender in French.

We were lucky enough to attract speakers from Paris and Belgium as well as those working in 
British  institutions.  Marina  Yaguello  (Paris  7–Denis-Diderot)  talked  about  the  function  of 
grammatical gender in French, taking a pragmatico-semantic approach. Making an initial division 
between animate/inanimate, human/inhuman, and male/female, Yaguello proceeded to argue that, 
despite apparent differences in morphology, there are great similarities in the manner in which 
languages which possess grammatical gender, like French, and those, like English, which do not, 
divide up reality.

Jean-Marc  Dewaele  (Birkbeck  College,  London)  presented  the  results  of  his  research  on 
“explicitness”  and  “implicitness”  in  men’s  and  women’s  speech,  using  data  from formal  and 
informal oral exams. in French. His broad conclusion was that the young women in his sample 
shifted in style more sharply in the informal situation than did the young men.

Cécile Bauvois (Mons, Belgium) talked of the devoicing of final consonants in the speech of 
men and women in Belgium and noted an unusual finding —that the women adhere more closely 
to the vernacular norm than do the men. 

Nigel  Armstrong  (Newcastle),  by  contrast,  presented  evidence  from  southern  France 
concerning  schwa-deletion  which  suggests  that  women  more  readily  adopt  supra-local 
(standard/non-vernacular)  varieties  than  men.  He  linked  this  to  the  results  of  a  “regional 
attachment” questionnaire which showed that the more attached speakers are to their region, the 
lower their deletion rate is likely to be and that males and females are clearly differentiated in this 
respect. The women appear to be more mobile in principle than the men and this is reflected in 
their speech forms.

Marie-Marthe Gervais-le Garff (South Bank) in a paper entitled “A decade of linguistic parity 
in France?” addressed the question of the feminisation of job titles in French and the slow adoption 
of new forms by the press. A comparison was made of such forms from samples taken from Le 
Monde in March 1997 and in March 1998, and she notes  a clear  progression in the usage of 
feminine  forms,  with  33  more  occurrences  of  masculine  forms  in  1997 and  only  9  in  1998. 
However,  if  there  is  change,  it  is  very  slow and  it  was noted  that  interventionist  policies  by 
ministerial decree appear to have been largely ineffectual, as indeed they have been in stemming 
the flow of Americanisms and Anglicisms into French.

Tim  Pooley  (London  Guildhall)  talked  of  the  vernacularity  of  masculine  and  feminine 
sociolinguistic  variants  in  French,  specifically  with  reference  to  data  collected  in  the  Lille 
conurbation. He highlighted some of the difficulties raised by such research.

This highly-successful event has served as a first step towards gathering together researchers in 
this  field  and  it  is  hoped  to  maintain  the  momentum  and  to  provide  mutual  support  in  its 
continuing development.

Kate Beeching
University of the West of England, Bristol

                          

L’AFLS (Association for French Language Studies) en collaboration avec le 
Département de Français de l’université de Glasgow et avec le soutien du 
BCLE d’Édimbourg vous proposait, le 22 mai 1999, un atelier sur le thème: 
les théories de l’énonciation : de la théorie a la pratique.

Avec  la  participation  de :  Renée  Birks  (University  of  Glasgow),  Henri  Portine  (université  de 
Bordeaux III), « La place et le rôle de l’énonciation dans la didactique de la grammaire », Dounia 
Bissar  (University  of  North London),  « L’analyse du discours  comme base pour l’étude  de la 
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grammaire:  pertinence  théorique  et  implications  pédagogiques »,  Monique  l’Huillier  (Royal 
Holloway, University of London), « Sensibilisation a la construction de la référence par le biais de 
la publicité », Mary-Annick Morel (université de Paris III), « Enonciation et intonation dans l’oral 
spontané en français », Kate Beeching (University of West England),  « Vers une grammaire de 
l’oral spontané », Raphael Salkie (University of Brighton), “Paraphrase, quotation and translation: 
Enunciation and equivalence”
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Post-Graduate Workshop, University of Sheffield 27 February 1999

The aim of this post-graduate workshop, which is the second of its kind to be held at Sheffield, 
was to bring together post-graduate students specialising in French language Studies from all over 
the UK. 

After  the  welcome  by  Professor  David  Walker,  the  morning  session  was  devoted  to  an 
introduction to Research Methods led by three self-styled “old lags”. Professor Richard Towell 
(Salford) talked knowledgeably but enthusiastically about the Problems and Pitfalls inherent in 
research into Second Language Acquisition. His advice, based on his own experience as a PhD 
student,  was  that  a  PhD  should  not  be  considered  to  be  the  last  thing  that  has  ever  been 
pronounced on the subject, but rather as a stepping-stone.

Professor  Anne Judge (Surrey) complemented this session by talking of Research Methods 
used in the Social Sciences, introducing such concepts as reliability and validity,  and different 
approaches such as the inductive, empiricist approach versus the deductive, rationalist approach, 
the variationist  or ethnographic models,  interactional,  conversation and discourse analysis,  and 
action research.

Professor Anthony Lodge (St Andrews) took a different tack, presenting his investigations of 
the  history  of  urban  dialect  in  Paris.  He  stressed  the  fact  that  a  PhD  thesis  serves  as  an 
apprenticeship to a lifetime of study and the over-riding value of intellectual curiosity. Whilst a 
researcher  must  be  rigorous  with  regard  to  detail,  Professor  Lodge  emphasised  the  need  for 
following up informed hunches, the perceptive insights which detailed study of a topic allows the 
researcher.

The afternoon session was devoted to presentations of work-in-progress by PhD students. I 
kicked off with an account of the way that the subject of my own part-time PhD had evolved and 
become more closely defined, with some reference to the role of the supervisor in guiding a PhD 
student to find a small and manageable area. Olivier de Missy Cazeilles (Stirling) talked about 
strategies for translation of Scots, referring to, amongst other works, the difficulties of translating 
Banks’ The Crow Road, which is written in Scots dialect, into French. Cécile Valletoux (London 
Guildhall) presented her research methodology with regard to language attitudes amongst dialect 
speakers in French, and Christine Fiandino (Sheffield) talked about her findings concerning the 
acquisition  of  intonation  by  learners  of  French  and  relevant  criteria  pertaining  to  the 
implementation of interactive exercises aimed at developing students’ intonation.

Writing a PhD can be a solitary activity — the value of the Workshop in providing a support 
structure  and  discussion  of  research  methods,  in  putting  research  students  in  touch  with  one 
another,  and  in  providing  a  focus  for  the  preparation  and  presentation  of  papers  was  amply 
demonstrated  by  this  event.  I  look  forward  to  the  next  one  of  its  type  and  would  like  to 
congratulate Christine Fiandino for the excellent organisation of the day.

Kate Beeching
University of the West of England, Bristol

                          

there being some otherwise unused space here, 
the editor wishes to call your attention to 

• details of Quebec 2000 (and the enclosed A4 flier for use as a poster)
• the smiley (or frowny) on your address label (have I forgotten to record that you have 

paid your subscription for the current year?)
• the call for nominations to the committee of AFLS (your chance to get rid of me)
• the call for reviewers
• Farid Aitsiselmi’s forthcomong article on « Langue et intégration sociale dans le roman 

beur »
• the fact that we might still be able to fit your article in before the end of the year 2000 

— if it’s acceptable to our (critical, but helpful) panel of readers, and if you hurry
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